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A: From a Java perspective: You may have encountered this issue in the past and solved it yourself You're using JDK7 The cause is around how default encoding is performed in Java. When a string literal is inserted, Java simply copies the byte array data of the string without performing any special encoding. However, once a string is passed to a method that expects UTF-8 string,
Java performs special encoding based on the default locale. The cause of this issue is around how string functions work with a char array, not a byte array. However, if you simply copy a char array data without encoding, the performance of string functions is bad. To solve the issue, convert a char array to a byte array first: byte[] bytes = ((String)
chars).getBytes(Charset.forName("UTF-8")); "UTF-8" is the name of the default charset for UTF-8. If you still have this problem, you can read the next information to learn how to fix it. Related info: Read the topic that I posted. Read this answer to learn how to get byte array data from string. Read this answer to learn why string is unsafe to use in getting byte array data. Good
luck! ES News email The latest headlines in your inbox twice a day Monday - Friday plus breaking news updates Enter your email address Continue Please enter an email address Email address is invalid Fill out this field Email address is invalid You already have an account. Please log in Register with your social account or click here to log in I would like to receive lunchtime
headlines Monday - Friday plus breaking news alerts, by email Update newsletter preferences A small plane crash-landed on the beach at the North Pole today, leaving a pilot in a serious condition. The Polish-made plane is thought to have crashed on the icy tundra after attempting to land on Sunday morning. It landed in the tundra, a vast and frozen area of land that is the polar
opposite of the Arctic Sea. The crash happened on the beach by the North Pole's small North Cape jetty. Tundra - a frozen landscape that is permanently covered in snow - is part of the tundra, which stretches from Scandinavia to Alaska and from the north of Russia to the north of Canada. The Polish plane is understood to have been carrying 2d92ce491b
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